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A Word Speaks A Thousand Pictures
“Drop a word in the ocean of meaning and concentric ripples form.
To define a single word means to try to catch those ripples.
No one's hands are fast enough.”
Robert Bringhurst

A picture speaks a thousand words. So says the famous aphorism. Probably more a
truism these days. The brain processes visual information 60,000 times faster than text. A
picture of a square makes its presence felt far more effectively than having to rad a textual
description of a square:

On the other hand, once we’ve noticed a picture of a square, that’s pretty much all we do:
notice it. The word ‘square’, though, whether we see it written down or spoken is one of
those words that is able to spark a host of different thoughts and directions:

It is a word that may be said to speak a thousand images. The sort of words that thus
make for potentially powerful messaging tools. The sort of words that advertising gurus
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love. The sort of word that authors, poets and artists spend their lives building works of art
around. The sort of words (and quite possibly phrases) that Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt
built into Oblique Strategies. And that we tried to take a step further in the Oblique
StrateTRIZ playing cards.
It was time, we sat down a couple of years ago and thought, to see if it was possible to
make some kind of a list of these words that speak a thousand pictures. Were there
millions? Thousands? Or dozens? And, irrespective of their quantity, what was the best
way to organise them?
The answer to that latter question came fairly quickly after we’d decided what the purpose
of the list might be. Why might a list of words that spoke a thousand pictures be useful?
Answer, like Oblique Strategies, to help trigger provocative, ‘out-of-the-box’ thoughts and
directions. Either to help create slogans that would nudge people to do something, or to
create short, punchy and evocative titles for products, songs, poems or stories. In both
cases the taxonomy offered up by the 40 Inventive Principles seemed like a meaningful
one to at least explore. And so, two years later, that’s what we’ve ended up with: a
catalogue of several hundred words that speak a thousand pictures arranged by Inventive
Principle. Which in some ways means that what follows can be thought of as yet another
list of the 40 Inventive Principles with examples…
Inventive
Principle
1. Segmentation

2. Taking Out

3. Local Quality

4. Asymmetry

5. Merging

6. Universality

7. Nested Doll

8. Anti-Weight

Words That (Potentially) Speak A Thousand Pictures
teeth, rune stones, ‘hundreds & thousands’, fairylights, petal, gears,
ant, termites, pawn, nail, sliced-bread, pip, matchstick, button, brick,
finger, slice, fork
silence, naked, emperor’s-new-clothes, ghost, ex-, pure, desert
(island), eclipse, innocence, silhouette, minimal, fast, island, bone,
vacuum, only-, orphan, x-anonymous, zombie, blackball, RobinsonCrusoe, barefoot, bare-back(-rider), (Winnie-The-)Pooh, unplugged
bottleneck, oasis, thirteen, lone-wolf, puppet-master, battle-scars,
scar-tissue, silver-bullet, holy-grail, bullseye, meat, fat, keystone,
toehold, ghetto, prince(ss), royal(-train), signature, red-team,
diamond(-in-the-rough), blue-eyed, us/them, tracer-fire, Gargarin,
black-sheep, black-ball, redneck, Cupid(‘s-Arrow), Cinderella,
soprano(s), LGBT+, suburbs, silver-spoon
southpaw, alien, left-brain, knife/fork, husband/wife, sister/brother, hip,
prejudice, other, nighthawk/owl, foreign, lever(age), wedge, three,
triangle, superpower, (800lb-)gorilla
web, bridge, synergy, &, @, kiss, touch, massage, caress, piggyback,
fuse, alloy, relay, crossroads, skyline, promenade, barnacle, co-, jury,
band, cult, mix, court, army, rabbit(s), jigsaw, neighbour(hood)
Map, law, tribe, everyman, classic, Shakespeare, Milky Way, bible,
temple, www, apple, A2Z, ABC, cure-all, stars-and-stripes, hymn(book), John-Doe, pan-, standard, flag, alphabet
meta, metaverse, matryoshka, nest, womb, super-, panic-room,
cradle, DNA, in, safe, vault, egg, piggybank, heart, skeleton, tree,
intra-, coffin, pocket, (get-out-of-)jail(-free-card), motherlode, fortunecookie, wishing-well
lift, rise, wings, surf, kite, glide(r), lead-balloon, tether, bed, raft,
iceberg, buoy, thermal, updraft, UFO, spoiler, mainsail, squall,
Darwin(ian), Poohsticks, gridlock
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9. Prior CounterAction
10. Preliminary
Action
11. Beforehand
Cushioning
12.
Equipotentiality
13. The Other
Way Around
14. Spheroidality

15. Dynamics

16. SlightlyLess/SlightlyMore
17. Another
Dimension

18. Vibration

19. Periodic
Action

20. Continuity Of
Useful Action
21. Hurrying

22. Blessing-InDisguise
23. Feedback

unknow, unlearn, caveman, milk-teeth, Cassandra, Luddite, DearJohn, consequence, confession, denial, firebreak, unculcate, 19th
Hole, TKO
post-, pre-, after-, root, tomorrow, stockpile, source, surf’s-up,
dinosaur, chrysalis, lobby, seedling, kindling, deja-vu, last-rites, lastbreath, first-, afterglow, embers, rehearsal, (after-)midnight
futureproof, fortress, castle, lighthouse, lifeboat, liferaft, airbag, fireescape, doormat, ambulance(-chasing), alibi, Heath-Robinson,
parachute, life-vest
amen, trust, reconciliation, lagom, Spock, PC, catapult, grip,
slipstream, persuasion, reciprocate, plumb, de-, constipation, ballet,
Ju-Jitsu, Marmite, Goldilocks, tightrope(-walk), jetstream, indifference
inside-out, topsy-turvy, snake-oil, shadow, drag, contra-, counter-,
anti-, ex-, upside-down, mirror, cuckoo, kryptonite, dis-(arm), break(the-mould), Eyeore, Macbeth, Hamlet
circle, bubble, orbit, revolve(r), encircle, (bear-)hug, loop-the-loop,
spin, cueball, Sputnik, ring, cannonball, scythe, sickle, curveball,
rocking-chair, hourglass, crescent, marble, twist(-the-knife), divingbell, coil, roundabout, roundtable, carousel, warp, helter-skelter, uturn, trapeze, spin-the-bottle, crystal-ball
caravan, troubadour, nomad, domino(-effect), see-saw, ferry, bite, zip,
nip, sunroof, switchblade, curtain, plough, rudder, jack-knife,
drawbridge, flick-knife, switch, fist
collateral(-damage), eleven, mindchill, waver, margin(-of-error),
tolerance, beer-goggles, near-miss, loose, drift, nudge, country-mile
square, sawtooth, cosmonaut, astronaut, pyramid, labyrinth, maze,
rut, crow’s-nest, stiletto, heel, Yorker, Braille, vault, barb, thorn,
between(-the-lines), bridge, tunnel, pedestal, satellite, overtake,
undertake(r)
resonance, harmony, flamenco, mambo, pogo, seasick, love, spasm,
in-tune, animus, spirit, buzz, syncopate, in-the-pocket, in-the-zone,
entrain(ment), funk(y), jive, hymn
tidal, rollercoaster, sunrise, sunset, Earth-rise, pulse, period, ripple,
heartbeat, coronation, ceremony, anniversary, birthday, pendulum,
dusk, winter, autumn, spring, summer, Morse, quest, come/go, wave,
chew, waltz, hip-hop, Sisyphus, (mad dogs & Englishmen go out in
the-)midday(-sun), rock-n-roll, (shake-rattle-and-)roll, shake(-a-tailfeather), Waltzing(-Matilda), (Halley’s-)comet
ritual, habit, millennium, tombstone, grave, graveyard, coma,
cockroach, glacier, snail, carpet(-bomb), country-mile, perpetual,
forever, always, Hovis, marathon
fresh, liminal, viral, firehose, shock-and-awe, lightning, flash, eureka,
sting, punch, brainstorm/trendstorm, Polaroid, sprint, surge, hunt,
chase, mayfly, pop, bullet, supersonic, kick, transient, temporary(-fix),
cheetah, riptide, kiss-me-quick(-hat)
riptide, sacrifice, snowblind, Dystopia, Hunger-Games, 1984,
dissonance, vaccine, shipwreck, Devil’s-Advocate, crack, leech
control, rumour, plateau, peak-x, carrot-and-stick, gaslight, olivebranch, white-flag, four-feathers, flat-line, wolf-whistle, sundial, cloudnine, seventh-heaven, medal, tea-leaves, smoke-signal, mermaid,
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24. Intermediary

25. Self-Service

26. Copying

27. Cheap
Disposable
28. Mechanics
Substitution
29 Pneumatics &
Hydraulics
30. Flexible
Shells & Thin
Films
31. Porous
Materials/Holes
32. Colour
Change

33. Homogeneity

34. Discarding &
Recovering
35. Parameter
Changes
36. Phase
Transition

37. Relative
Change

38. Enriched

(air-raid-)siren, Big-Brother
Proxy, spy, chalice, bulletproof, wall, scaffold, crucible, seal, fig-leaf,
mask, Tonto, crown, bodyguard, garnish, tinsel, servant, frame, key,
sword, padlock, godfather, sensei, Yoda, baton, wonderwall, mule,
packhorse, armour, shield, cloak, witness, nurse, mistletoe, (don’tshoot-the-)messenger
autonomy, re-x, DIY, home(-x), self, compost, Kintsuge, Lone-Ranger,
free(dom), landfill, shit, (lone-)survivor, catchall, stray(s), sovereign,
Statue-Of-)Liberty, hyena, vulture
mock, spoof, satire, shitshow, ventriloquist, Xerox, abacus, icon,
nightmare, planetarium, map, mannequin, wargame, scarecrow,
charade, mask, stooge, avatar
strawman, band-aid, chaff, shrapnel, flotsam, driftwood, pulp(-fiction),
ballast, muzak, bunting, decoy, crash-test-dummy, lamb(-to-theslaughter)
heaven hear, see, incense, Apollo, ghost, laser, dream (American),
magnetic, ether, radio, (sixth-)sense, virtual, divine, electric, sensual,
sun(-light), moon(-glow), gravity, pull/push, Chanel(-No.5)
water, waterfall, (mother’s-)milk, blood, piss, wine, oil, ink, drain, river,
whiskey, fountain, gravy, cream, ocean, honey, molasses, drizzle,
rain, smoke, teardrop, pulp, drown, underwater, fog, mist
blanket, umbrella, stretcher, unwrap, feather, thread, wire, skin, flag,
icing, raincoat, tent, butterfly, net, string, mesh, noose, scarf, ties,
cymbal, drum, satin, silk, nylon, wool, (Gordian-)knot, (spider’s-)web,
denim, snake
keyhole, eye-of-the-needle, ellipsis, sponge, pause, chimney, void,
cave, intervsal, black-hole, hollow-point, exit-wound, bullet-hole,
donut, bagel, pore, spoon, rabbit-hole, worm-hole
transparent, gossamer, grey, beige, magnolia, white(-out), candle,
lightbulb, litmus, Kodachrome, chameleon, camouflage, tattoo,
window, stained-glass, red, black, purple, rainbow, x-ray, blonde,
matt, gloss
sheep, clone, twin, peas(-in-a-pod), shapeshifter, simulacrum,
congruent, match, parallel, same, analogue, family, blood-brother,
pure, essence, un-, 100%
Phoenix, heal(ing), punch-drunk, shell-shock, resurrection, collateral,
step-mother/father, breakdown, lemmings, petri-dish, Frankenstein,
Dracula, prodigal(-son), corpse, hostage, mine, stray , sacrifice
moonshot, Rolls-Royce, motherlode, digital, nano, micro, tera,
elephant, atom, molecule, cloud, sauna, steam, cool, tepid, lukewarm,
gold, smokescreen, vampire, B52, Everest, reptile
leapfrog, Icarus, transcend, tsunami, funeral-pyre, baptise, rite-ofpassage, ice, virginity, volcano, lava, metamorphosis, dive, dodo,
mutate, combust, fire, horizon, V1, brittle, Route-66, cul-de-sac,
snowflake, car-crash, Vorsprung-durch-Technik
angel/devil, front/back-foot, saints/sinners, tortoise/hare, boom/bust,
police/thieves, rose/thorn, war/peace, goodbye/hello, S&M, hit/miss,
chalk/cheese, hunter/gatherer, square-peg/round-hole, teacher/pupil,
predator/prey, bull/china-shop, rocks/glasshouses, gay/straight,
night/day, Romeo-&-Juliet, Adam-&-Eve, Samson-&-Delilah
abracadabra, catalyst, rebel, pirate, Robin Hood, fireworks, hope,
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Atmosphere

39. Calmed
Atmosphere
40. Composite

light-at-the-end-of-the-tunnel, unicorn, fuck, radioactive, wildcard,
jester, caffeine, Hollywood, Tinseltown, Einstein, Spitfire, clown,
dragon, nectar, Superman, Molotov, psycho, 007, Napoleon, napalm,
joie-de-vivre, Machiavelli, wired, (garden-of-)Eden, nirvana, voodoo(doll), WMD, tiger, lion, Disney(land), God, temptation, guru, wizard,
Merlin, genie(-in-a-bottle), Xanadu, cash-cow, love-sick, dragon
Switzerland, Hygge, cocoon, church, sanctuary, peace-pipe,
lavender, moat, incubator, home, Jerusalem, prophet, vigil, mourn,
crooner, chill, relax, soothe, balm, mediocre, no-man’s-land
zoo, circus, etc, Gotham, weave, tapestry, cocktail, Beatles, soup,
broth, salad, kaleidoscope, soil, stew, cornucopia, parade, bouquet,
jungle
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Route #2 Out Of Chaos
“The shortest route is not the most direct one,
but rather the one where the most favourable winds swell our sails:
that is the lesson that seafarers teach.
Not to abide by this lesson is to be obstinate:
here, firmness of character is tainted with stupidity.”
Friedrich Nietzsche
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SIMPLE
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Here’s another article in the Red-World/Green-World series. It focuses on a situation
common to nearly all organisations that have lived through the last couple of years: a stepchange in society that has taken Operationally Excellent organisations out of their zone of
maximum efficiency and into a scenario in which they are largely out of control:
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The shift from being an ‘in-control’ operation to one that realises its supply chains don’t
work anymore, their employees want different things from life, and their customers no
longer have much of a clue whether they’re in the right business. In other words, they’re
now well and truly ‘out of control’. Almost inevitably, the Red-World leadership team facing
this situation have getting back in control as their primary goal. And, moreover to do it as
quickly as possible. Which inevitably means some kind of ‘Route #1’ strategy:
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CHAOTIC

Nothing wrong with this. The problem usually comes in the execution. Where, tragically,
the behaviours of complex and chaotic markets inevitably out-perform any kind of Keep It
Simple, Stupid management strategy. Lord save us from noble intentions and lack of
knowledge. Because this combination of attributes very quickly sees the organisation on a
slippery slope to disintegration and oblivion:
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Efficiency
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The problem with slippery slopes is that they tend to become exponentially steeper the
longer they’re allowed to persist. How can that be? How can well-intentioned Red
management strategies end up creating a slippery cliff edge? Here are a few examples to
illustrate the main problems:
a) ‘Focus’ – one of the first instructions in the Red-World play-book for getting out of
difficult times brings to a halt as many of the peripheral and ‘un-important’ activities
being embarked upon within the organisation. Pareto rules, and so everyone is
encouraged to focus on the 20% that has always in the past delivered the 80%
benefit.
b) ‘Restrict Spend’ – quite rightly, increased scrutiny is placed on all of the money
being spent within the organisation. Quite wrongly, this is done by increasing the
power of the bean-counting Finance function. Aided and abetted by the easy ability
to adjust the automated financial control systems so that everyone’s authority to
spend money is either curtailed or removed. Usually followed by messages like,
‘just because you have a budget doesn’t mean you’re authorised to spend it’. Which
in turn lead to a sharp upsurge in failure demand while people form an orderly
queue outside the Finance Manager’s office waiting to plead their case for buying a
box of nuts and bolts. The ones that are now holding up the production line.
c) ‘Short-Term’ – there is considerable pressure to reduce all future oriented work.
R&D is usually the first thing to be curtailed. Other short-termism cuts tend to be
more subtle and therefore don’t reveal themselves to be dangerous for several
months: telling employees to focus only the immediately relevant tasks triggers the
descent into a culture where firefighting is not only acceptable again, but gets
rewarded. Usually in retrospect, this vicious cycle is often the one that is seen to
contribute most to increase failure demand and hence steepen the slippery slope.
d) ‘Maintain KPIs’ – the company KPIs, having been agreed and set in stone at the
beginning of the year before the crisis arrived, remain sacrosanct. The
management team agreed what the EBITDA ought to be (‘for a business like ours’),
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e)

f)

g)

h)

what the operating margins needed to be, what the right number of employees
needed to be, etc. Then – of course – the moment managers find their unable to
meet their targets, they start looking for expedient short-term tricks and tactics.
Usually ones that relate only to those things that are consistent with the existing
measurement methods. To the point, ultimately, where the cost of everything has
been modelled super-precisely (incurring another bunch of crackpot rigour
manipulations by the finance police), and no-one understands the value of anything
any longer.
‘Batten Down The Hatches’ – sometimes the best strategy in a storm. Unless you
can see your competitors imploding (‘never interrupt your enemy when he is
making a mistake’, Napoleon Bonaparte), battening down the hatches and crossing
your fingers is rarely a good idea in a marketplace that has turned chaotic.
‘Do More (Of What You’ve Been Doing)’ – employees are encouraged to work
harder, which often works, at least temporarily. Except for the fact that more and
more of them find themselves doing more of what isn’t working any more. Or,
worse, is the thing they don’t realise is the thing making everything else worse. This
is the time employees begin to feel like they’re living inside a Kafka novel,
metaphorically banging their heads against the wrong wall. Not surprisingly, the
smarter ones begin to realise that the best way to stop the forehead bruising is to
move to another company. If they get lucky, the bean-counters begin issuing edicts
demanding reductions in SG&A and consequent reductions in head-count, and
manage to negotiate a severance package that makes for a nice golden-hello prior
to arriving at their new employer. Not to mention that failure demand in the HR
department now also goes up thanks for the increasing flight-risk management
workload.
‘More Automation’ – this is where the ERP, CRM and other wonderful ‘laboursaving’ systems get turned up. Often – irony of ironies – by paying a small army of
SAP consultants to come into the business to modify the software. The irony being
that what we’re paying them to do is make the organisation more dependent on
systems that are increasingly less flexible.
‘More Management’ – when ‘right-sizing’ headcount reductions have eventually
become inevitable, rest assured the managers making the decisions around who
will stay and who will go, will be looking to get rid of people at lower levels in the
hierarchy. Here’s when CEOs begin to see how ‘the Blob’ of middle management
gets its name. Middle managers are usually pretty good at protecting the jobs of
middle managers. Which pisses-off all those below them in the hierarchy that were
‘fortunate enough’ to keep their jobs. Continued long enough, the organisation
begins to look like a rowing boat with one person rowing and a squadron of coxes.

Not surprisingly, the large majority of organisations that allow themselves to slip far
enough onto the really steep portions of the slippery slope into disintegration are unable to
save themselves. After the doors close for the final time, the Red-World managers give
themselves a final pat on the back, knowing they’ve worked hard and done the best that
any of their peers could’ve done in the circumstances. Knowing too that in a couple of
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months they will have found another job and will get to, Sisyphus-like, repeat the cycle
once again. They don’t say, ‘firelighters light fires’ for nothing. Firefighters that, in the
corporate situation, can easily find themselves spending their whole Red-World career
proving the game of work is zero-sum, destroying the next s-curve of value and no doubt
the lives of all those below them.
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In summary, Route #1 is not the way to get out-of-control organisations back under control
again. Which then just leaves Route #2. A route that looks something like this:
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This is the route suggested by the Nietzsche quote at the head of the article. It’s also the
one consistent with Ashby’s Law: only variety can absorb variety. Which in effect says its
not possible to simplify your way out of chaos. Rather, you need your Green World
resources to design a way through the chaos. Which in turn means doing just about the
opposite of all the things found in the Red World manager’s toolkit:
A) De-Focus – designing your way to a sustainable future is about conducting ‘safe-tofail’ experiments that enable the team to work out what works in the new world and
what doesn’t
B) Restrict The Right Spend – ‘spend the least to learn and earn the most’ needs to be
the money strategy. The more experiments the better, the faster you learn the
better. The ultimate job being to make sure you’re learning faster than your
competitors.
C) Long-Term – keep a tight focus on ensuring things don’t slip back into expedient
firefighting. When the short-term conflicts with the long term, you solve the
contradiction, you don’t acquiesce to the short-term. No matter how loud it shouts.
D) Kill KPIs – very likely all the metrics used across the business have been optimised
for a stable world that no longer exists. Establish the top three-to-five metrics
needed to steer the business forward, recognising that they need to be measuring
what is important rather than merely easy to measure. Think of them as dials in the
head-up display of a fighter aircraft. Which means recognising that as the situation
(inevitably) changes, the metrics being used may also require to be shift and
evolve.
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E) Crow’s Nest – storm or not, forget about battening hatches, someone needs to be
at the top of the rigging looking out for hazards and opportunities. Preferably
someone that doesn’t get sea-sick easily.
F) Do Different – everyone needs to be actively looking for new and better ways to do
things. The emphasis again being on the identification and resolution of
contradictions.
G) Less Automation – the primary objective of the business is to become more flexible
and adaptive not less. Today’s management software is designed for stable
businesses operating in stable markets. The less stable the world is, the faster your
ERP/CRM systems are going to kill you.
H) Less Management – when you need to be agile, hierarchy kills. Hierarchy slows
communications and re-enforces silo walls. When the inevitable inter-silo blame
game begins, failure demand will head into another exponentially accelerating
vicious cycle.
If Route #2 – the Green World route – sounds counter-intuitive and scary, that’s kind of the
point. Most of what managers have been taught for the last forty years of Operational
Excellence is what has lead us here. A world of fragile enterprises operating in even more
fragile markets. Everything optimised to the point of collapse. Everyone trying to analyse
their way out of a crisis that can only be ended by designing new, better ways of doing
things. A way in which the long way round turns out to not just be the short way, but also
the only way. There is no Route #1 out of chaos.
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Not So Funny – Statues

I’m not sure why the taking of photos of people interacting with statues ever became a
meme, but now that it has, it felt like time to work out whether there have been enough of
these interactions to cover the spectrum provided by the 40 Inventive Principles. ‘Almost’
seems to be the conclusion. Judge for yourselves:

Principle 1, Segmentation

Principle 3, Local Quality

Principle 4, Asymmetry

Principle 2, Taking Out/Separation
Principle 5, Merging
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Principle 6, Universality

Principle 9, Prior Counter-Action

Principle 10, Preliminary Action

Principle 7, Nested Doll

Principle 11, Beforehand Cushioning

Principle 8, Anti-Weight
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Principle 12, Equipotentiality

Principle 15, Dynamics

Principle 13, The Other Way Around

Principle 16, Slightly-Less/Slightly-More

Principle 17, Another Dimension
Principle 14, Spheroidality
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Principle 18, Vibration/Resonance

Principle 21, Hurrying

Principle 22, Blessing-In-Disguise

Principle 19, Periodic Action

Principle 20, Continuity of Useful Action

(outside an Ernst & Young office)
Principle 23, Feedback
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Principle 24, Intermediary

Principle 28, Mechanics Substitution

Principle 25, Self-Service

Principle 29, Pneumatics & Hydraulics
Principle 26, Copying

Principle 27, Cheap Disposable
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Principle 30, Flexible Shells & Thin Films

Principle 33, Homogeneity

Principle 34, Discarding & Recovering

Principle 31, Porous Materials/Holes

Principle 32, Colour Changes
Principle 35, Parameter Changes
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Principle 36, Phase Transition
Principle 39, Inert Atmosphere

Principle 37, Thermal Expansion/Relative
Change
Principle 40, Composite

Principle 38, Strong Oxidants/Enriched
Atmosphere
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Patent of the Month - Bicycle Frame Aerodynamics

Our patent of the month this month takes us in the direction of ‘why didn’t they think of that
before’ land. And, no doubt coincidentally, on a rare trip to Australia, and specifically the
University of Adelaide, where a trio of inventors had US11,299,228 granted to them on
April 12.
In keeping with the simplicity element of their story, here’s the background description of
the problem being solved:
In competitive cycling, the reduction of drag on a cyclist's body or the bicycle itself can improve the
speed and performance of the cyclist. One means of reducing the total aerodynamic drag is to
reduce the drag of bicycle components.
It has long been recognised that the drag of the bicycle frame, forks and seat post is a significant
contributor to the drag of the bicycle. For this reason, bicycles that are designed to produce low
levels of drag, such as time-trial bicycles or track racing bicycles, typically have components with
narrow cross-sections that resemble the shape of a thick aerofoil. The International Cycling Union
(UCI) rules state that the chord-to-thickness ratio of the bicycle's structural elements must not be
greater than 3. (Note that as of January 2017 this restriction has been relaxed for some frame
components.) However, a length-to-thickness of between 3.7 and 9 is required for minimum drag
at Reynolds numbers (based on section chord) between 1,000 and 1,000,000.
The Reynolds numbers of the front forks, frame and seat post of a bicycle are sufficiently low that
under normal riding conditions the boundary layers are laminar, and this results in boundary layer
separation at yaw angles as low as 5 degrees when conventional cross-sectional shapes are
used. When boundary layer separation occurs, the flow is described as separated or stalled, and
the drag is increased.
Recent tests conducted by the inventors of a track bicycle on an indoor velodrome demonstrate
that movement of the rider's legs alone can cause cyclic flow angle variations around the seat post
and seat tube which exceed .+-.20 degrees. It was also found that for a road bicycle, where the
rider's seat and legs are disposed further towards the rear of the bicycle, the cyclic yaw angle
variations can exceed .+-.30 degrees. Furthermore, measurements by the inventors demonstrate
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that the flow angles experienced by a bicycle following closely behind another bicycle exceed 40
degrees.

Here's how we might best map the two identified problems onto the Contradiction Matrix:

And, here’s how the inventors solved the problem as defined in Claim 1 of the patent
document:
An elongate structural member of a bicycle frame, the structural member comprising a lengthwise
extending leading edge having at least a pair of forwardly extending protrusions spaced apart
lengthwise along the leading edge, wherein each of the protrusions extends to at least one side of
the leading edge so as to transition into a chordwise extending rib.

‘Protrusions’ are a classic example of a Principle 3, Local Quality solution. With maybe a
touch of Principle 17, Another Dimension added for good measure.
Simple when you know how.
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Best of the Month – Seven Stories (Every Salesperson Must Tell)

I’m working with a technology client right now that has a (highly non-ideal) need to be
selling products that aren’t yet properly matured. One of the biggest – also most surprising
– challenges has been getting the Sales team up to speed with selling something where
many of the questions prospective customers are likely to ask don’t yet have coherent
answers (see the lead article in the January edition of the ezine). In keeping with the RedWorld/Green-World language we’ve also been using a lot lately, we’ve been describing the
current need as ‘Green Sales’. Having invented the label, SI convention tells us someone,
somewhere must already have solved our how-to-sell-stuff-that’s-not-ready-to-be-sold
problem. Enter one of the very few sales-people I’ve ever had any time for, Mike Adams,
and his 2018 book, ‘Seven Stories’.
How do the best salespeople connect, influence and persuade? Surprise, surprise, with
stories. Seven Stories Every Salesperson Must Tell takes the reader on a high-stakes
sales journey, using stories to establish rapport and trust, deliver insight, inspire action
and close the deal, and in doing so win new friends and collaborators.
Also not surprising, Adams shares our belief that Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s Journey forms
the basis of all good stories. Which in turn means that every sales person needs to
understand the importance of Ordeals. AKA contradictions. Try telling a prospective
customer how brilliant your company’s products are and we immediately fall into the ‘they
would say that wouldn’t they’ trap. Empathising with the customer’s context and telling a
cunningly constructed story about how we (or another customer we helped through their
Journey) struggled before finally prevailing is by far and away the best way to engage their
interests. Homo narrans, remember. The way we learn new things is first and foremost
through the stories of others.
In Mike Adam’s case, this means being able to recall seven key story types, three
designed to ‘hook’ the customer, two that help differentiate our products or services from
those of our competitors, and a final pair that help in the oft-forgotten crucial stage of any
sales process, closing the deal.
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Sharing more than 50 stories from around the world, Mike draws on his diverse
international sales career to teach and demonstrate the power of storytelling — from first
hello to signed contract.
Or, in a little more detail, Adams shares generic story forms to:
• Establish rapport and trust in us as a sales-person
• Establish rapport and trust in the key expertise and support in the Company
• Establish rapport and trust in our organisation and its values
• Present challenging insights about the customer’s own business
• Allow the customer to experience their Journey before they make their decision
• Help the customer understand how we will behave in extreme circumstances (such as
when things go wrong)
• Coach our customer-based sponsor(s) to navigate their internal political environment and
make a decision
Throughout, Adams is able to pepper the book with a host of both personal (he’s definitely
got a lifetime of battle-scars) and third party sales situations where he rather elegantly
contrasts failed ‘traditional’ sales approaches with his story-based approach.
Perhaps above all, what this book tells us is that most sales negotiations fail due to lack of
preparation. One or two lucky people might be able to wing-it as far as making up stories
on the spot is concerned, but the rest of us ought to spend a while compiling and refining a
bunch of short, pithy stories we can wheel out in the appropriate situations. Best of all,
categorising them into each of the seven different story types Adams describes. Ideally,
according to Adams thesis, using our Company’s founder as the source of inspiration. The
idea being that they’re the ones that have had first hand experience of their own Hero’s
Journey(s) and no doubt have a pile of war stories, both good and bad.
This book will change the way you think about selling. Rather than seeing your role as that
of a transactional deal closer, you’ll become a story master, creating new stories for your
clients.
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Wow In Music – Torch

Here’s a rarity in the musical-wow catalogue. An illustration of Inventive Principle 36,
Phase Transition, and the idea of making use of the discontinuities that occur in the space
between one s-curve and the next. A discontinuity that I only realised was there thirty
years after I first listened to the record. Which happens to be the album, ‘Torch’ by Carly
Simon, from August 1981.
Don’t get me wrong, I’ve always enjoyed the record – for the most part a list of Simon’s
covers of torch songs from the thirties and forties. Standards by people like Rodgers &
Hart, Steven Sondheim and Hoagy Carmichael. Each one done, in true Carly Simon
fashion, with the greatest reverence and LA session musician slickness. Which can sound
like an insult but in Simon’s case rarely is.
All the songs, now I know to step back and look at the big picture, concern unrequited love
or rejection. Which is significant because, I now know, Carly Simon’s marriage to James
Taylor was breaking up during the making of the record. And there’s Principle 36. And
some of Carly Simon’s best singing. Singing that takes on a one-plus-one-is-greater-thantwo resonance when you realise she wasn’t just singing the words, she was living them.
And that goes for the whole album. If you’re only going to listen to one track though, I’ll go
with track 3, the Duke Ellington song, ‘I got It Bad And That Ain’t Good’, a standard that
has been sung by some of the all-time great singers over the years – from Billie Holliday to
Marvin Gaye, from Ella Fitzgerald to Frank Sinatra. In this company, there’s probably no
such thing as making the song your own, but if I had to vote on it, I’d say Carly Simon pulls
it off. Not to mention the absolutely sublime (Principle 17) saxophone solo from the nailedit specialist, David Sanborn.
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Investments – Solar Nanowire-Nanotube Filter

Even today, clean water is a privilege for many people around the world. According to the
World Health Organization (WHO), at least 1.8 billion people consume water contaminated
with feces, and by 2040, a large portion of the world will endure water stress because of
insufficient resources of drinking water. Meanwhile, according to the United Nations
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), around 1,800 children die every day from diarrhoea because
of unsafe water supply, which causes diseases like cholera.
It has become imperative then that we develop efficient and cost-efficient ways to
decontaminate water. And that is exactly what a team of scientists led by László Forró at
EPFL have accomplished, with a new water purification filter that combines titanium
dioxide (TiO2) nanowires and carbon nanotubes powered by nothing but sunlight.
The scientists first show that the TiO2 nanowires by themselves can efficiently purify water
in the presence of sunlight. But interweaving the nanowires with carbon nanotubes forms
a composite material that adds an extra layer of decontamination by pasteurizing the
water—killing off human pathogens such as bacteria and large viruses.
The idea is that when UV light—from the visible spectrum of sunlight—hits the filter, it
causes it to produce a group of molecules called Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). These
include hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hydroxide (OH), and oxygen (O2-), and are known to
be effective pathogen killers.
The researchers tested their device with E. Coli bacteria, the “gold-standard” for bacterial
survival studies, but it should work with other bacteria pathogens, such as Campylobacter
jejuni (a common diarrhoea-inducing pathogen in the developed world), Giardia lamblia (a
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microorganism that causes the intestinal infection giardiasis), Salmonella, Cryptosporidium
(causes diarrheal cryptosporidiosis), the hepatitis A virus, and Legionella pneumophila
(causes Legionnaires’ disease). The device is exceptionally adept at removing all the
pathogens from water, and shows promising results even for eliminating micropollutants,
such as pesticides, drug residues, cosmetics etc.
“In a close collaboration between chemists, physicists, and biologists, we have developed
a very efficient water purification device, which does not need any energy source but
sunlight,” says Forró. “Our prototype can supply clean drinking water even at remote
places to small populations and could be easily scaled-up. It is a great achievement and
an important ‘side-product’ of this project is that it has attracted a large number of talented
and motivated students who care for environmental issues, for sustainability.”
In their paper, published in the Nature partner journal npj Clean Water, the researchers
showcase a prototype of the filter and make suggestions for further improvements. “I am
convinced that it will create a strong follow-up in versatile scientific communities and
hopefully funding agencies,” says Endre Horváth, the lead scientist on the project.

Read more:
E. Horváth et al, Solar water purification with photocatalytic nanocomposite filter based on
TiO2 nanowires and carbon nanotubes, npj Clean Water (2022). DOI: 10.1038/s41545022-00157-2

The filtering and sterilization process of the water purification device. On the left is an example of
microorganisms that commonly contaminate drinking water. The pathogens are trapped at the surface of the
nanowire-carbon nanotube composite-based filter. On the right is an illustration of how UV light generates
reactive oxygen species on the surface of the filter UV illumination. Credit: Horváth et al.
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Generational Cycles – OK Boomer

Dictionary.com, in case you haven’t heard the expression yet, has summed up “OK
boomer” as “a viral internet slang phrase used, often in a humorous or ironic manner, to
call out or dismiss out-of-touch or close-minded opinions associated with the Baby
Boomer generation and older people more generally.” Predominantly by Millennials… as
symbolised by the above pair of recent Macleans magazine issue covers. In theory,
Boomers and Millennials are supposed to be allies. What seems to be going wrong?
Well, the first thing is that it actually looks like it is Generation Z Artists that are responsible
for turning the meme viral. Take the kid with the green mohawk declining to say much
about “EAT THE RICH,” the bolded slogan on the piece of cardboard the huddle of
teenagers are holding aloft. “We don’t really have an explanation,” he says, a little
nervous. But his friend sums it up: “Capitalism is bad.”
About 200 people are gathered on Granville Street for a climate strike in downtown
Vancouver. It’s overcast, the last Friday of November, and a majority of them are
teenagers who have skipped school.
“Your climate change arrangements are just as miserable as this poster” is written on a
sorry-looking piece of cardboard. The kid holding a “Climate change isn’t beary good” sign
is also carrying a teddy bear.
In vain, the Macleans Millennial reporter (clue!) scans the crowd for evidence of “OK
boomer.” The phrase, a catch-all dismissal directed toward older people by its primarily
youthful users, became synonymous with what many have now warned is a sign of full-on
intergenerational warfare.
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‘I’m here’, the reporter writes, ‘a millennial chatting with teenagers who make me feel old,
because I want to find out if that’s true. I want to plumb the depths of the generational
divide and figure out where the fault lines are. I want to know if this conflict is just a virus of
the internet or if it runs deeper, if it’s bleeding into the real world. I want to figure out if I’m
crazy for thinking that maybe we can all just get along.’
You don’t need keen powers of observation to see that the frustrations of teenagers who
are aware that they’re less privileged than their parents are bubbling to the surface. It is a
comeuppance for the baby boomers, the postwar children whose pacifism and sexual
liberation upended North American culture before their consumerism and greed did so
again. The kids are woke to the flawed systems their elders created and perpetuated.
They are gig-economy hustlers, attuned to income inequality, climate change and the
housing bubble. They might not be able to vote yet, but they are being heard, and social
media is their loudspeaker.
The rebuttal is just as one-sided. The youngsters are rolling their eyes at their moms and
dads just like every ageist cohort before them. The internet has made them selfish and
entitled in new and innovative ways. They can’t get off their phones. They don’t appreciate
the progress that came before them. They use the freedoms their forebears fought for to
whine about their feelings online. They are easily offended and failing to launch.
“We’re tired of people not understanding things and having to, like, explain it over and over
and over again when they’re just not going to get it,” Serena Howard tells me. She is 12.
“So, like, if someone’s just like, ‘climate change isn’t real’? OK boomer.”
On her sign: “You’ll die of old age, I’ll die of climate change,” written on a gravestone she
has drawn in black, with pink flames around it and a zigzag of grass.
I guess her classmates didn’t read The Atlantic’s recent online obituary for the boomer
meme, because it still has currency at her school. “Kids say it to each other if you do
something stupid,” she explains. “Do you even know what that’s about, Dad?” she asks
her father, Stephen, who stands by stoically.
Serena and her father, who, by the way, has his own complaints about “inertia in the way
we operate our civilisation,” are by no means the only intergenerational pair here. Older
activists have shown up. Grandparents. But they are in the minority, and among the kids,
at least, the generational tension is implicit. They are here about an inheritance.
I’m scrolling through TikTok, the social media platform that popularized “OK boomer.” It’s
an app seen as most representative of youth culture today—ground zero for the brewing
culture wars.
TikTok users are mostly in Generation Z, the consensus term for people born in 2001 or
later. TikTok, owned by a Chinese company and subject to plenty of scrutiny as a result,
lets users upload a video, or build on others’, and layer it with special effects, filters and
text. Over several weeks of burgeoning addiction—uh, research—I paid attention to the
“For You” feed, which uses an algorithm to curate content from people you don’t follow.
This raises questions about censorship and privacy, but it also means, in theory, that
anyone can win fame.
Canadian TikTok features comedy from Albertans reclaiming Tim Hortons as a national
icon. A guy orders a Gretzky at the Timmies drive-through. He gets nine creams and nine
sugars. It looks awful. It goes viral. With an awareness that many of their followers are
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American, some Canadians put on heavy Fargo-esque accents, make “it’s true though”
Trudeau jokes and teach fun facts, like “we don’t use pennies.”
But, really, there are no borders and no location stamps on TikTok. Things that propel
users to supposed stardom include saying something funny about depression, having a
good outfit, having an adorable pet, having an adorable pet wearing a good outfit, doing a
craft, calling out bullying, telling a story about a date, dyeing your hair, drawing well,
writing a song, and especially being able to copy viral dance trends. It’s an incubator for
talent, a way to get noticed in an internet age similar to what YouTube offered Millennials
when that platform launched in 2005.
If you look for generational division on TikTok—as I am doing—you can find it. The
formula is usually this. An older person, not necessarily a baby boomer, says they don’t
believe in climate change. Or questions what a younger person is wearing. Or makes a
homophobic comment. Or judges the use of technology. Or displays their ignorance about
the economic realities of the younger person. Response: “OK boomer.”
“OK boomer. Why can’t you love me as much as you love to share memes about
minions?” croons a suit-wearing, keyboard-playing @ryanbeardofficial in an original song
on Oct. 24. “And OK boomer, why can’t you hold me as close as you hold your belief that
climate change isn’t real? And OK boomer, why can’t you carry me like you carry your
handgun in public? I want to say I’m OK, boomer. But boomer, I’m not OK.”
Of course, baby boomers aren’t the only ones facing mockery on the platform. Generation
X has been relegated to several versions of moms. Predominantly, Gen Xers are
“Karens,” who head their local PTAs and ask to speak to the manager. “Lindas,” who are
enemies of “Karens,” are gluten-free and wear pantsuits. “Susans” are really nice,
unproblematic, smell good and get into the wine.
“Younger people are craving this authentic connected experience,” says Jenna Jacobson,
a social media expert and assistant professor at Ryerson University in Toronto. “Older
generations perhaps put negative value judgments on young people being obsessed with
technology, but if we reframe this, we could suggest that millennials and Gen Z are just
obsessed with connecting with each other, and are these hyper-connected multimedia
storytellers that are embracing technology in order to stay connected to their families,
friends or even strangers all over the world.”
There is another meme that grew in popularity alongside the boomer knock, one that’s
lighter on snark and heavier on historical gravitas. It has less to do with age and more to
do with how society is organized, which I suspect a lot of older folks can get behind. Green
mohawk kid may not have had much to say about the “EAT THE RICH” sign. But given
that Jean-Jacques Rousseau coined it in the 1700s, the cri de coeur may have some
staying power.
“When the people shall have nothing more to eat, they will eat the rich,” the philosopher
said.
On TikTok, this manifests as mockery of the obnoxiously wealthy, rapid-fire economic
statistics and pretend debates with presumably older alter egos that wear hats and have
names like Bill. A redheaded guy with glasses staring you in the face and explaining how
wealth concentration is worse in the U.S. today than it was during the late 18th-century
French Revolution, when people literally slaughtered the elites. “Eat the rich,” he
concludes.
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With both memes, there is an impression that older people aren’t positioned to appreciate
those inequalities as well as those experiencing them. And there is plenty of evidence to
suggest that millennials and Generation Z are objectively worse off than their elders.
Generation Squeeze, a think tank-turned-lobby group, calculates that current home prices
are about eight times the average full-time income for a Canadian aged 25 to 34, versus
four times the average income a few decades ago. They calculate the Canadian
government spends less than $12,000 annually per citizen younger than 45, and $33,000
per citizen older than 65.
To be sure, there are numbers that contradict the poor-Millennial narrative: those born
between 1982 and 1991 are making higher median incomes between the ages of 25 and
34 than Gen Xers born 1965 to 1976 and Baby Boomers born 1950 to 1961 did, says a
Statistics Canada study published earlier this year. Their net worth is also higher, earlier,
as they accumulate more assets.
But that’s a pretty selective snapshot. The same study found that Gen Xers and Boomers
saw their incomes rise steadily as their careers progressed, but whether Millennials will
see a similar upward trajectory as they age is still unknown. And despite appearing better
off, the study showed millennials accumulating much more debt. Millennials aged 25 to 34
had a median debt of $35,400, compared with $19,400 for Gen Xers and $11,293 for
Boomers at the same age.
“There is absolutely an undercurrent of generational tension that exists at this moment in a
way that we haven’t seen in the past,” says Paul Kershaw, Generation Squeeze’s founder
and a professor at the University of British Columbia. Contradicting StatsCan, the group’s
own research claims that millennials, on the whole, are making less money than baby
boomers did at a similar age, after adjusting for inflation. “At a systems level, the way
we’ve organized society, it’s built into it some intergenerational tensions that are getting
harder and harder for a younger demographic to stomach quietly,” Kershaw says.
Here’s roughly how he explains it…
Say you’re 18. You go to college or university because that is what’s expected–a greater
percentage of your generation will go than any before it. Everyone says it’s a good idea.
But college or university is more expensive than it used to be, and you’re going to accrue
more debt.
Next you fling around hundreds of PDF copies of your resume hoping at least one of them
will be read by a live human being and not just a piece of automated software. You finally
land your first job, but it pays less, after inflation, than what your Aunt Sharon used to
make doing similar work. Raw deal.
You’d like to eventually upgrade from your basement bachelor apartment—maybe even
find a pad with a window that lets in a little sunlight, or that has a door to the bedroom. A
yard? Ha. White picket fences are the stuff of legend.
You know it will cost several hundreds of thousands of dollars to get an average-priced
home, which, in the city, is often a studio or one-bedroom condo. But don’t sweat it. If you
can’t afford that yet—most of your friends can’t—your consolation prize is that you get to
pay hundreds more a month to rent a place underground.
Hard not to get a little offended, though, when your Aunt Sharon, who bought a house
when it was less than half as expensive as houses are now, has just retired a millionaire.
Sharon recently accused you of buying too many lattes.
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“That frustration is rooted in both our lived experiences, like, ‘Yeah, we can’t seem to get
ahead the same way boomers have,’ ” says Sutton Eaves, the co-executive director of
Generation Squeeze. “But also, ‘Whoa,’ their values and the way that boomers have sat
back on [issues such as climate change] is not aligned with how we imagine we would
treat them.”
There’s a sense that boomers are “willingly ignorant” in refusing to get fired up about
climate change or wealth inequality, Eaves says. What’s unique about the current standoff
is that millions of young folk are able to be heard through a single meme, she says. “It’s
hopefully forcing people to pay attention.”
In 1995, Rick Mercer, a Gen Xer, did a rant about Baby Boomers for This Hour Has 22
Minutes. “They got the jobs, they kept their jobs, and when they leave their jobs, their jobs
are cancelled, leaving no jobs. And now with the longest life expectancy rate of any group
since the beginning of time, they’re gonna gallivant along and collect the pension until the
funds are all gone or they’re all 106, whatever comes first,” he preaches in a video
available on the CBC archive.
Ten years later, Vice put together a “Kill Your Parents Issue.” Just as today’s “OK boomer”
is a backlash against a backlash of older people blaming societal ills on avocado toasteating (I admit it) snowflake Millennials, Vice was responding to provocations such as an
essay contest held by Vanity Fair in 2005. It purported to want to explore “what’s on the
minds of America’s youth.” But the call for entries postulated that “younger Americans are
content to watch their MTV, fiddle with their game players, follow the love lives of Brad,
Jen, Jessica and Paris, and assume the hard work is being done for them by others.”
Vice fired back. “They ‘can’t remember the ’60s’ and they ruined everything for every
generation to come. Though their politics were knee-jerk liberal 25 years ago, today they
combine the worst of both parties,” it published. “They pretend to be Democrats but
secretly vote Republican at the last second so they don’t have to pay taxes on the
incredible amount of income they’ve accrued doing nothing. Almost everything bad about
today can be traced back to them.”
In 2010, this magazine declared that “Generation Screwed” would have lower incomes,
worse jobs, higher taxes and bleaker futures because of their boomer parents. Another
Maclean’s cover in July 2014 asked, “Are you ready for Generation Z? They’re smarter
than Boomers and way more ambitious than Millennials. Brace yourselves for the ultimate
generation war.” And a third from a few months later, in September 2014, featured a
white-haired woman in a mint tracksuit throwing around $100 bills. Headline: “Old. Rich.
Spoiled.” David Cravit, from the Canadian Association of Retired Persons (CARP),
described it as an “inflammatory contribution to the problem.”
So, are today’s teenagers getting a fair shake when the New York Times declares, in
2019, “the end of friendly generational relations”? When Bloomberg worries about ageist
stereotyping and the Guardian warns about “the cultural dominance of upper-middle-class
youth”? I don’t know.
Humans are just a bunch of messy bitches who love drama, to put it in the modern slang.
No wonder social media has helped us gleefully to our opposite silos. Rich vs. poor.
Young vs. old. Democrat vs. Republican. Liberal vs. Conservative. Woke vs. . . . asleep?
After “OK boomer” burst into the mainstream in November, it didn’t take long before a
conservative radio host in the United States, Bob Lonsberry, went on Twitter and called it
an epithet comparable to the n-word, for which he was ruthlessly mocked. Or for William
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Shatner to tweet, in an argument with a younger person: “Is that all your generation does,
point fingers and blame others for their pity parties?” Or for a 25-year-old legislator in New
Zealand to use the phrase in parliament, during a debate about climate change.
OK boomer: is ultimately all about Prophets and Artists. Or Prophets versus Artists. One
generation that in effect started the current societal s-curve, and the other that is currently
growing up during the always painful transition to the next. The Artists seem to get the thin
end of the wedge. And ‘OK boomer’ is perhaps symbolic of the fact that we’ve now
reached the ‘frustration’ phase of the Grief Cycle that tracks s-curve shifts, a time when
sarcasm – temporarily – becomes the highest form of wit:
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Biology – Cinerous Mourner

Deep in the Amazon, in open nests, the chicks of the cinereous mourner wait for their
parents. These chicks have an astonishing defence from nest predators: The moment they
are alone, they look & move like toxic caterpillars found in the same trees.
These nestlings are orange with long filoplumes that end in white tips… just like the
caterpillar, which lives near its nests about 12cm long, or about the size of a cinereous
mourner chick... and its hairs are tipped with an irritating toxin.
Even more extraordinary.... these chicks move like caterpillars, until their parents return
and signal with some secret vocalisation...then and only then they relax.
Here’s what the mourner chick conflict looks like when mapped onto the Contradiction
Matrix:

And there we find Inventive Principle 26, Copying. Tailor-made for mourners.
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Short Thort

“Still, if history and science have taught us anything,
it is that passion and desire are not the same as truth.
The human mind evolved to believe in the gods.
It did not evolve to believe in biology.
Acceptance of the supernatural conveyed a great advantage throughout prehistory
when the brain was evolving.
Thus it is in sharp contrast to biology,
which was developed as a product of the modern age
and is not underwritten by genetic algorithms.
The uncomfortable truth is that the two beliefs are not factually compatible.
As a result those who hunger for both intellectual and religious truth
will never acquire both in full measure.”
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Edward O. Wilson, Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge
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News
ICSI’13
We are happy to announce that Darrell has been invited to present a keynote address at
this year’s International Conference on Systematic Innovation, to be held in Hsinchu in
Taiwan in mid-October. Details and registration here: https://i-sim.org/icsi2022/.
TRIZ University
Next month will see the re-launch of our online learning platform and the availability of the
first two (30 hour) Modules of our TRIZ/SI Certification programme. With a following wind,
the third Module (‘Trends’), will be available in early summer… the videos have all been
filmed and the exercises formulated.
Brexit Dividend #233
We’re sorry to say that we’ve had to now add The Netherlands to our list of EU countries
where it is now impossible to guarantee that books ordered from our shop will arrive at
their destination. If you live in the EU, the general rule now seems to be buy e-books. We
wish we could say, ‘normal service will be resumed soon’, but with a UK Government
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made up of mainly sock-puppets and pencil-lickers, any kind of resolution appears
unlikely. Apologies.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Agriculture – Business Process Re-Design Project
Agriculture – TrenDNA Study
Agriculture – Patent Bulletproofing Project
Education – Entrepreneurship Curriculum Development
Logistics – Senior Leadership Team Innovation Capability Workshop
Logistics – Problem-Solving Workshop Series
Government – ICMM Assessment & Workshops
Transport – SI Workshops
NGO – Business Process Re-Engineering Design Study
Healthcare – Mentoring Project

Copyright Disclaimer: As regular ezine readers will be aware, we often use images obtained from
a broad range of different sources, usually to set them in a different context to the original one –
for example using an image to illustrate a TRIZ/SI learning point. It is our policy to always seek
permission to use such images. We seem, however, to be entering a world in which a small
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